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Abstract: In this paper, we report the results of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of small N0<:Li+(H20), (1 5 n 5 28) clusters. 
We looked at the equilibrium structures of the clusters' hydration shells and the adiabatic potential energies of the clusters 
as functions of interionic distance and cluster size. From these simulations, we discovered the distributions of the water molecules 
around the ions can be separated into two cases depending on the interionic distance. The first describes the separated-ions 
case and the second characterizes the complexed ion pair. In addition to looking at the structure of the hydration shells of 
the clusters, we also examined their energetics. From the MC averaged energies, we obtained an effective adiabatic potential 
energy curve for each of the clusters. We found that the total potential energy decreases with increasing number of waters 
implying that the net interaction of the addition of the waters is attractive at all interionic distances. We also noted that the 
potential energy curves become flatter as the cluster size increases. This suggests that the affinity to form an ion pair decreases 
as more waters are added. Lastly, we began to see the formation of double minima in the potential energy curves at larger 
cluster sizes (n  = 25, 28). The two minima correspond to intimate ion pairing and solvent-separated ion pairing. The 
solvent-separated ion pair is more stable than the intimate ion pair by approximately 20 and 18 kcal/mol for the n = 25 and 
28 clusters, respectively 

I. Introduction 
Due to recent experimental advances,l" detailed studies of small 

ion clusters are now possible. Hence the possibility exists to study 
the transition from properties and structures in the gas-phase 
solvent-clustered ions to properties and structures in the solution 
phase. A number of theoretical studies7-l' have been performed 
on solvated ions in solution with use of periodic boundary con- 
ditions. Very little has been done on solvent-clustered ion pairs, 
although a few studiesI2-l5 have been performed on molecular 
clusters in the gas phase. 

In this paper, we concentrate on relatively small ion-pair 
clusters. We explicitly exclude from consideration the simulation 
of bulk solution properties. Thus these Monte Carlo (MC) sim- 
ulations relate most closely to nozzle-expansion-type experiments 
in which small solvent-clustered ions or ion pairs are studied. 

In previous works,I6-'* we studied the equilibrium structures 
and electronic (n - T*) spectroscopic properties of small 
NO;(H20), clusters. Here we carry out a similar analysis for 
the ion-pair clusters N02-:Li+(H20),, for 1 5 n I 28. In par- 
ticular, we want to attain a descriptive understanding of various 
processes at the fundamental molecular level. Specifically, we 
want to stress the following aspects of the solvation of this ion 
pair: (1) the equilibrium structure of the hydration shells of the 
individual ions NOT and Li+ and of the complex N02-:Li+; ( 2 )  
the changes in the shape of the inner hydration shells as functions 
of interion separation, for example, the solvation characteristics 
of intimate vs. solvent-separated ion  pair^;'^-^^ and (3) the Monte 
Carlo averaged potential energy (including possible potential 
barriers) leading to intimate complex formation as functions of 
solvent number n. 

In the next section, we briefly discuss the interspecies potentials 
used in the MC simulation. In section 111, we describe our MC 
procedure. Our results are presented in section IV, and section 
V contains our concluding remarks. 
11. NOz-:Li+(HzO), Interspecies Potentials 

The Hartree-Fock (HF) model is assumed to provide a suf- 
ficiently accurate picture of the interactions for the ground states 
of the dimers N02- :H20,  Li+:H20, and N02-:Li+, whereas the 
interaction for the ground state of the H 2 0 : H 2 0  dimer is treated 
a t  the configuration interaction (CI) level. Since all the dimers 
are closed-shell species and the dominating interactions NO,-:Li+ 
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and N02- :H20 consist mainly of electrostatic interactions, it is 
assumed that the correlation effects are not likely to greatly alter 
the HF-level description of the statistical properties of the ground 
state of the supermolecule N02-:Li+(H20),. 

We also assume that the NO; and H 2 0  molecules are rigid 
bodies in that their internal vibrations are not explicitly considered. 
This is reasonable since the temperatures (energies) we are con- 
sidering are not high enough to distort the intramolecular bonds 
or angles appreciably. Hence we freeze the bond lengths and 
angles of NO2- and H 2 0  at their isolated-species equilibrium 
values which are RNO = 1.26 A, OoNo = 117' and R,, = 0.947 
A, BHOH = 11 1.3', respe~tive1y.l~ As a result, there are only 6n 
(for the n H 2 0  molecules) plus 3 (for the Li+ ion) active geo- 
metrical degrees of freedom, the NOT ion being held fixed at the 
origin. 

The pair potentials for N02-:H20, NOT:Li+, and Li+:H20 are 
taken to be the restricted H F  interaction potentials for the ground 
electronic states of the respective pairs. The pair potential for 
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Z N(3) (4) Li(5) 

Figure 1. Representation 1 of the NO2- and Li+ ions used in the model 

N02-:Li+ interaction potential discussed in section 11. 

H 2 0 : H 2 0  is the configuration interaction (CI) potential for the 
ground electronic state of the H 2 0 : H 2 0  pair. The Li’:H20 and 
the H 2 0 : H 2 0  pair potentials have been calculated by Clementi 
et a1.23$24 The N02- :H20  pair potential was calculated by 
Banerjee et al.I7 We carried out a b  igitio S C F  calculations to 
obtain the N02-:Li+ pair potential as described below. 

Details of NO;:Li+ Potential. The atomic basis set employed 
for NOz- consists of an augmented Dunning [4s,2p] c ~ n t r a c t i o n ~ ~  
of Huzinaga [9s,5p] Gaussian bases26 for nitrogen and oxygen. 
Diffuse s and p functions for nitrogen and a diffuse p function 
for oxygen were added to the basis; the basis was optimized a t  
the experimental ground-state geometry of NOT. The details of 
the basis set optimizations are given in ref 17. The minimum 
energy geometry of NOz- in our basis is 8oNo = 117.0’ and RNO 
= 1.26 A. The atomic basis for Li+ consists of [3s,lp] contracted 
Gaussian functions which we optimized for the lithium atom. 

In order to simulate the global behavior of the NO<Li+ ion-pair 
potential, a simple analytical expression that approximates the 
SCF computed N02-:Lif energies is needed. A functional form 
similar to those used for the H 2 0 : H 2 0  and Lif :H20 potentials 
of Clementi et a1.23324 and for the N02-:Li+ potential of Banerjee 
et was chosen. It consists of a sum of exponential forms A, 
exp(-Br,) which describe the short-range repulsion between the 
pairs of atoms ( i j )  and electrostatic interactions Qu/r,, which 
describe the long-range attractive part. The sum over (ij) ranges 
over the atomic centers of the NO2- and Li’. The following 
expression for the energy of N0;:Li’ relative to the separated 
fragments NO2- and Li’ was determined by a nonlinear least- 
squares fit of our SCF-calculated N02-:Lif energies (in atomic 
units; the atomic indices are defined in Figure 1): 

EN02-:Li+ = PI( - - 1> - P2( I) r45 + 
r45 r15 r25 

where the least-squares optimized parameters are PI = 0.9415363, 

P, = -4.473625, P, = 121.3878, P, = 1.101220, r34 = 0.20. 
111. Monte Carlo (MC) Method 

In order to focus on the behavior of the ions in a cluster of water 
molecules, we adopt a point of view which allows us to calculate 
an effective average potential energy surface as a function of the 
relative positions of NO2- and Li’. For our system, the two 
dominant force centers (NOT and Li+) arefixed at a given relative 
position from each other and the water molecules are allowed to 
thermally equilibrate, via the M C  procedure, around the ions. The 
average total potential energy of the cluster calculated for a fixed 
conformation of the ions is a point on a potential energy surface 
which can be generated by determining this adiabatic energy a t  
a series of such conformations. This adiabatic energy surface does 
not, of course, play the same fundamental role that the Born- 
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I ‘0 
Figure 2. Coordinate system for describing the NOF:Li+(H20) cluster. 
The NO2- is fixed in the YZ plane with the coordinate origin at the N 
atom. (A) (R,B,@) is used to describe the position of the Li’ atom and, 
similarly, the position of the 0 atom of H20. (B) The angles 01 and p 
describe the orientation of water’s dipole vector. 

Oppenheimer surface does in electronic structure theory. Nev- 
ertheless, it has proven to be a useful construct in terms of which 
slow and fast solvent motions can be delineated. 

This adiabatic potential (AP) is not the so-called potential of 
mean force (PMF)29 between the Li’ and NOz- ions. The P M F  
is a true free energy which includes entropic effects arising from 
motions of the solvent and solute species. Our adiabatic potential 
contains no solute entropy but does include the entropic effects 
of the solvent molecules via the Monte Carlo distributions. We 
chose to compute the A P  because we were interested in subse- 
quently performing nonequilibrium dynamical studies of the 
motion of the Li’ and NO2- in the presence of the solvent. This 
dynamical problem can be cast in terms of motion (of Li+,N02-) 
on the AP surface in the presence of fluctuations and viscous drags 
in the potential due to the solvent’s inability to instantaneously 
follow the Li’, NOz- motions. In our opinion, it is more difficult 
to formulate the nonequilibrium motion of the Li’, NOT in terms 
of motion on the P M F  plus correction factors because the P M F  
itself already contains equilibrium motional data relative to the 
Li’, NO2-. In a sense, our A P  construct plays a role analogous 
to the energy path leading to the “variational transition state” of 
Garrett and Truhlar30 in “small molecule” dynamics. 

The details of the M C  procedure have been described in one 
of our earlier articles,I7 so we will just briefly outline the procedure 
here. As we have said above, the NO2- and Li+ ions are fixed 
a t  a given configuration and then the waters are allowed to 
equilibrate around them. The configurations we studied for NOz- 
and Li+ are designated by the coordinates R, 8, and 4 where the 
distance of the Li+ ion to the nitrogen atom of NO2- lies in the 
range 1.6 5 R d 13 A and the angles are defined as shown in 
Figure 2. At each of these configurations, the number of waters 
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Figure 3. Radial histograms of the water distributions for RN02-:Lit = 13 %, (arbitrary units = frequency X lo4): (A) n = 2 cluster, (B)  n = 3 cluster, 
(C) n = 6 cluster, and (D) = n = 10 cluster. 

in each cluster was increased from 1 to 28. 
With use of a Metropolis*’ sampling procedure, all the simu- 

lations were performed at room temperature ( T  = 300 K). The 
step sizes for the different degrees of freedom were chosen to yield 
approximately 60% acceptance of the MC passes. The thermal 
averages, consistent with the MC schemes, have been calculated 
as 

where t is the total number of sampled configurations which was 
at least 5 X lo5 for cluster sizes below 6 waters and lo6 for cluster 
sizes above 6 waters. 

In order to ensure that our initial configurations of the cluster 
for the MC procedure were physically reasonable conformations, 
we “aged” the system before beginning each simulation according 
to the following procedure. First, the system was run at T = 30 
K for - lo4 MC passes. Then, the temperature was lowered to 
T = 3 K for -3 X lo4 MC passes in order to allow the water 
molecules to move to relatively low energy positions. In the final 
step of the maturing process, the system was run at T = 300 K 
for -2 X lo4 MC passes to guarantee that the system had reached 
thermal equilibrium. The data generated from this aging process 
were then discarded to avoid any dependence of the computed 
thermal averages on the starting configurations. The results of 
the simulations were obtained by averaging over the next - lo6 
MC passes. 

For each simulation (Le., for each relative position of the 
N02-:Li+ ion pair and a certain number of waters), we 
“monitored”, by histogramming techniques, several structural and 

energetic properties (the coordinates R, 8,4, a, and /3 are defined 
in Figure 2): (1) from the R histogram, we obtain the distribution 
in the relative distances of the water molecules from the NOT 
moiety; (2) from the (R,8,$) histogram, we achieve a more precise 
description of the distribution of the waters but necessarily at 
coarser intervals (for computation and storage reasons); (3) from 
the (a$) histograms, we view the directions the H 2 0  molecules 
are facing relative to the NO, fixed-coordinate axes; and (4) from 
the energy histogram, we obtain the distribution in the total 
potential energy of interactions among all particles. 

IV. Results 
A. MC Averaged Structures of the Clusters. In this section 

we describe the patterns in the distributions of the water molecules 
as they congregate around the N02-:Li+ ion pair as the cluster 
size is increased from 1 to 28 waters. We focus on these spatial 
distributions under two circumstances. The first arises when the 
interionic N02-:Li+ distance RN02-:Li+ is greater than 8 A, which, 
as will be seen shortly, corresponds to the ion pair being ap- 
proximately 50% of the way to dissociation. The second occurs 
when 3 A I RNo2-;Li+ I 5 A and corresponds to the complexed 
ion pairs near their equilibrium separation. 
Case i: RN02-:Li+ L 8 A. When the interionic distance is greater 

than or equal to 8 A, the interaction between the two ions is 
reduced by approximately 50%. However, as will be seen below, 
their residual interaction does affect the distribution of the waters 
around the individual ions even though the major influence of the 
distribution of the waters is the ion-water interactions. 

The first question we will address is “how are the inner hy- 
dration layers of Li+ and NO2- built as the cluster size is in- 
creased?” For a specific example, let us look (Figure 3A) at the 
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case RN02-,Li+ = 13 A. Beginning with two waters in the c l ~ s t e r , ~ '  
the n = 2 radial distribution shows both waters to be situated 
around the Li+ ion. This is not surprising since the L i f :H20  
interaction energy (-35 kcal/mol) is greater than the N0,:H20 
interaction energy (- 18 kcal/mol). Although adding a third 
water to the first hydration sphere of Lif would give -21 kcal/mol 
(which is still greater than the first NO,-:H,O interaction energy 
of 18 kcal/mo12*), we see from the n = 3 radial distribution (Figure 
3B) that the third H 2 0  resides near the NOz-ion. The orientation 
of these waters is such that all three waters are between the ion 
pair and are facing away from the Li+ ion (we have defined the 
term "away from" as when the oxygen atom of the water molecule 
is closest to the ion and the hydrogen atoms are farthest away 
from the ion). 

One might wonder why all three waters are not located around 
the Li+ ion. The lowest energy conformation for three waters near 
one Li' is to reside within 1.6 8, of the Li+ with the waters facing 
away from the ion. The presence of the NO2- ion allows the third 
water to place itself in an even more favorable configuration to 
the other two waters and to the NO2- ion. This configuration is 
between the two ions and facing toward the NO; ion. 

Although not shown here, from the radial distribution graphs 
it is deduced that the fourth and fifth waters further solvate the 
NO2- ion. This occurs because the lowest energy portion of the 
first hydration sphere (RNo2-:H20 - 4 A, 8 - 145-1'80', 4) of 
the NO, ion still remains highly attractive, whereas the Li+(H20), 
moiety is quite crowded near Li+. Thus we see that even for the 
first hydration layer, cumulative effects of the H 2 0 : H 2 0  inter- 
actions as well as orientational effects of the ions on the waters 
are important factors in determining the distribution of H 2 0  
molecules. 

With the addition of the fifth water molecule, the energetically 
attractive quadrant (RNO2-:H20 - 4 A, 0 - 145-180', 4) around 
the NO2- ion has three waters residing in it, therefore the Li+ 
hydration sphere becomes the prime spot for addition of the next 
water. As shown in Figure 3C, the sixth water goes primarily 
to the first hydration layer of the Li' ion. As the size of the cluster 
is further increased, the waters further fill in the hydration layers 
of the ions. Because of the higher binding energies, the waters 
first begin to form the second hydration sphere of the Li+ ion 
(situated around RN02-:H20 - 9 A) after which they begin to form 
the second hydration layer of the NO2- ion a t  around RN02-:H20 - 5 8, even before the first shell of NO; is filled (this is seen 
by the radial distribution for 10 waters shown in Figure 3D). Thus, 
as we discovered earlier in the NO;(H,O), case,I7 the second 
hydration layer of the NOT ion starts to form before its first 
hydration layer is complete. This phenomenon is induced by the 
anisotropic potential of the NO2- ion, the position of the Li' ion, 
and the fact that the most favorable configuration for the 
H,O:H,O interaction is between the two ions, which is also a very 
good configuration for the ion-water interactions. 

As the interionic distance is decreased, but still RNO2-:Lj+ 2 8 
A, the patterns of the distributions of the water molecules remain 
qualitatively similar to the 13-A case. The main difference is that 
the second hydration layers of the two ions begin to overlap in 
the region between the ions. 

Case ii: Complexed Ion Pair; 3-A I RNo2-:Lj+ I 5 8,. As 
representative interionic distances for the complexed ion pairs 
N0;:Li+(H20),, we illustrate the RNO2-:Lj+ = 3- and 5-A cases. 
To  get an idea of the expected distribution of the waters, from 
simple geometrical arguments, we consider the following geo- 
metrical construct. As seen in Figure 4, we draw a sphere around 
each ion to represent the size of the ion's first hydration sphere. 
The radii of these spheres are 4 and 1.6 A for NO2- and Li', 
respectively. As the interionic distance decreases, the two spheres 
begin to overlap. The most energetically favorable positions for 

(31) The large-R Monte Carlo simulations were actually carried out as the 
final calculations in a series beginning at small-R. That is, for a given cluster 
size (m), the small-R MC simulations were done first, and upon moving to 
a larger R (in small AR steps), the initial positions (i.e., before MC aging) 
of the solvent molecules were taken from the more probable positions in the 
preceding (smaller R)  MC calculations. 

B 
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Figure 4. Representation of the first hydration spheres of NO, and Li' 
ions: (A) RN02-.LI+ = 3 A, (B) R N ~ 2 - L , +  = 5 A. 

the solvent water molecules, a t  each interionic distance, should 
be near the annulus formed by the intersection of these two 
spheres. Hence, from the above simple geometrical considerations, 
for RNo2-:Li+ = 3 8, (Figure 4A), there exists a very small prob- 
ability of finding water molecules directly between the ions since 
such waters will experience repulsive potentials from one or both 
ions, Le., the ion pair is an intimate ion pair. However, at RNo2-:Li+ 
= 5 A, we expect the probability of finding water molecules 
directly between the ions to be greatly increased (Figure 4B), Le., 
the ion pair is solvent-separated. Therefore, as the interionic 
distance decreases from 5 to 3 A and intimate ion pairing replaces 
solvent-separated ion pairing, these water molecules must be 
extricated from between the ions. It turns out that a total of three 
water molecules must be so expelled in this ion-pairing process. 

Looking a t  the radial and angular distributions for RN02-:Li+ 
= 3 8, (Figure 5, A and B), the first three waters are seen to 
populate the annulus (shown in Figure 4A) a t  RN02-:H20 = 3.5 8, 
and 8 = 130-150°. From the cy and 0 histograms, we see that 
the waters are facing away from the Li+ ion while being slightly 
tilted toward the NO; ion. The fourth and fifth waters (Figure 
5 ,  C and D) are situated a t  RN0;:H2q = 5 A, 6' = 160' and 
RNO2-:H20 = 4 A, 90' < 8 < 160'. At this point, all of the waters 
are still confined within the hemisphere 6' > 90"; there is negligible 
probability of finding waters directly between the ions. For cluster 
sizes containing greater than 8 waters, the NO, sphere is further 
filled a t  smaller 8 values and there emerges a third region at 
RN02-:H20 = 6 8, for which the waters are distributed over all 8 
< 90' (Figure 5, E and F). When 25 waters are in the cluster, 
the N02-:Lif complex is completely surrounded by a t  least one 
layer of water molecules. 

In contrast to the RNo2-:Li+ = 3 8, case, the characteristic features 
of the distributions for RNO2-:Li+ = 5 8, can be summarized as 
follows. The first two waters occupy the region formed by the 
intersection of the two spheres of radius 4 8, (8 > 90') around 
the NO; and of radius 1.6 8, (8 = 160') around the Li+ ion. This 
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Figure 5. Radial and 0 histograms of the water distributions at  RN02-:L,+ = 3 A (For radial histograms, arbitrary units = frequency X lo4; for 8 histograms, 
arbitrary units = frequency X IO5): (A) radical histograms for n = 3 cluster, (B) 8 histogram for n = 3 cluster, (C) radial histogram for n = 5 cluster, 
(D) 8 histogram for n = 5 cluster, (E) radial histogram for n = 9 cluster, and (F) 8 histogram for n = 9 cluster. 

is consistent with Figure 4B. The waters are oriented facing away 
from Li+ and toward NOz- as would be expected. As the cluster 
size increases from 2 to 8 waters, the additional waters continue 
to fill the region formed by the intersection of the two spheres, 
consistent with favorable water-water interaction. By the time 
there are 25 waters in the cluster, the N02-:Li+ ion pair is sur- 
rounded by at least one layer of water molecules. 

B. Average Potential Energy Curves. Having described the 
structural properties of the ion-pair clusters, let us now look a t  
the Monte Carlo averaged energetics. As described earlier, we 

performed a M C  calculation for each fixed position of 
Li+(RNOt:Li+,l 80°,00) having the nitrogen atom of the NO2- 
located at the origin. The average potential energy of the cluster 
calculated for each fixed position of the two ions yields an adiabatic 
potential energy curve for that size cluster. Figure 6 shows the 
potential energy curves as functions of the interionic distance 
RN02-:Li+ for various cluster sizes. 

First, we note that the asymptotic energy for the potential 
energy curves becomes progressively lower with increasing cluster 
size. This is because the total potential energy of the cluster 
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Figure 6. Monte Carlo average potential energy curves as functions of 
the interionic distance for various cluster sizes. 

N0;:Li+(H20),, calculated as a sum of two-body interactions, 
is lower (Le., more attractive) as n grows. Moreover, the total 
potential energy of the cluster decreases with increasing number 
of waters at all interionic distances. This implies that the net 
interaction for all of the waters is everywhere attractive. The 
additional waters can situate themselves near both of the ions 
which is a favorable configuration for all three interactions, 
whereas for large RN02-L,+ the additional waters are located near 
only one of the ions. 

We also note that the curves become flatter near their minima 
and the potential energy minimum shifts to larger interionic 
distances as the cluster size is increased. The flatness of the curves 
and the shift in the minimum-energy R value imply that the 
affinity for ion pairing decreases with increasing cluster size; that 
is, it becomes easier to dissociate the ion pair into separate ions 
as n grows. 

Finally, we observe that as the cluster size is increased we begin 
to see the formation of double minima in the potential energy 
curves. One minimum seems to be located around 3 A, that is, 
when the ion pair is intimate. The location of the second minimum 
occurs at larger interionic distances (RNo2-L,+ - 5 A). The first 
minimum corresponds to the distribution of the water molecules 
located in their most favored conformation around the intimate 
ion-pair complex NO;:Li+. The second minimum at longer 
interionic distances is due to the interaction between two ions 
“dressed“ with their surrounding waters, Le., solvent-separated 
ion pair. For 25 waters in the cluster, it was concluded from the 
radial and angular distribution approximately three waters are 
removed when the solvent-separated ion pair collapses to an in- 
timate ion pair. For this same 25-water case, the minimum at 
RN02-LI+ = 5 8, is approximately 20 kcal/mol lower than the 
minimum at 3 A, therefore the solvent-separated ion pair is more 
stable than the intimate ion pair. The potential barrier between 
the two minima lies approximately 22 kcal/mol above the sol- 
vent-separated ion pair. The case for 28 waters in the cluster is 
similar. The two minima lie at the same interionic distances as 
the 25-water cluster with the solvent-separated ion pair being 18 
kcal/mol more stable than the intimate ion pair. The potential 
barrier for the 28-water case lies approximately 25 kcal/mol above 
the solvent-separated ion pair. 

V. Summary 
In this paper, we report results of Monte Carlo simulations of 

small NO2-:Lif(H20), clusters. We were interested in looking 
at the equilibrium structures of the clusters’ hydration shells and 
the adiabatic potential energies of the clusters as functions of 
interionic distance and cluster size. 

The equilibrium structures of the hydration shells were mon- 
itored by histogramming a number of properties. From these 
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simulations we have found that the distributions of the water 
molecules around the ions can be separated into two cases de- 
pending on the interionic distance RN02- L,+. The first describes 
ions which are approximately 50% of the way toward dissociation 
and is characterized by interionic distances greater than or equal 
to 8 A. In this case the first two waters are located between the 
two ions, and in the first hydration shell of the Li’ ion as one would 
expect. The third water, instead of going to the Li’ ion also, 
situates itself between the two ions but this time in the first 
hydration shell of NOz-. This location allows the third water to 
have favorable interactions with both the waters and the NO; 
ion. The next two waters reside in nitrite’s hydration shell, and 
an additional water then completes lithium’s first hydration shell. 
With the seventh water, the second hydration shells begin to be 
filled, starting with lithium’s shell. The fact that nitrite’s second 
hydration shell begins to form before completing its first shell is 
due mainly to nitrite’s anisotropic potential in addition to the 
presence of the Li’ ion. As the interionic distance is decreased 
but still for RNo2-LI+ 1 8 A, the water molecule distribution 
remains qualitatively the same except that the second hydration 
shells of the two ions begin to overlap in the region between the 
ions. 

The second case characterizes the complexed ion pair for which 
the interionic distance is between 3 and 5 A. As the interionic 
distance decreases from 5 to 3 A, the probability of finding a water 
molecule between the ions decreases drastically; hence, intimate 
ion pairing replaces solvent-separated ion pairing. At RN02- LI+ 
= 5 A, the waters first fill the region between the ions (shown 
in Figure 4B). By the time the interionic distance is decreased 
to 3 A, there is negligible probability of finding water molecules 
between the two ions. Instead they begin to fill the sphere (shown 
in Figure 4a) outside the ion pair. 

In addition to looking at the structure of the hydration shells, 
we also examined the energetics of the cluster. By fixing the two 
ions at a given position and allowing the waters to equilibrate, 
we were able to calculate an effective adiabatic potential energy 
curve for each of the clusters (Figure 6). We found that the total 
potential energy of the cluster decreases with increasing number 
of waters a t  all interionic distances, implying that the net inter- 
action with the addition of waters is attractive at all interionic 
distances. We also noted that these potential energy curves become 
flatter as the cluster size is increased. This suggests that the 
affinity to form an ion pair decreases as more water is added. 

Finally we began to see the formation of double minima in the 
potential energy curves at larger cluster sizes (n  = 25, 28). The 
lowest energy minimum occurs at longer interionic distances (-5 
A) and is due to the interaction between the two “separated” ions 
dressed with their individual hydration shells. The other local 
minimum is located near 3 A and involves an ion pair surrounded 
by waters. The solvent-separated ion pair (R - 5 A) is more 
stable than the intimate ion pair (R - 3 A) by 20 and 18 kcal/mol 
for the n = 25 and 28 cases, respectively. The potential energy 
barrier lies approximately 22 and 25 kcal/mol above the sol- 
vent-separated ion pair for the n = 25 and 28 clusters, respectively. 
The barrier for converting from the intimate to the solvent-sep- 
arated ion pair is 3 to 5 kcal/mol for the n = 25 and 28 clusters, 
respectively; thus, this barrier might hamper the rearrangement 
of the intimate ion-pair cluster to a solvent-separated ion-pair 
cluster. 
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